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The energy dependence of the cross section for transfer of a neutron in nuclear collisions is
treated for arbitrary Q-value of the reaction.
AT present there is great interest in reactions
resulting from the collision of heavy ions. In particular there have been studies [ 1- 6] of the transfer
from N14 to various nuclei at energies where the
Coulomb field plays a decisive role.
The theory of neutron transfer has been treated
in the quasiclassical approximation ( 7Ji = Z 1 Z 2eo/nvi
» 1) in numerous papers.C 7- 12] In an earlier
paper, [ 12] to explain the angular distribution from
the reaction N14 ( N 14N13 ) N15 , the assumption was
made (in analogy to the elastic scattering of
ions [ 13 - 15]) that in neutron transfer reactions, at
energies above the Coulomb barrier the nucleus
can be treated as an absorbing body. Consequently
only the case where the Q-value of the reaction
was small compared to the kinetic energy of the
colliding nuclei was treated. The present paper
gives formulas for the energy dependence of the
cross section for arbitrary Q-values.
At energies below the Coulomb barrier, the
cross section for transfer of a neutron in a nuclear collision is given by the expression [s]
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The subscripts i and f refer to the initial and
final states, l/Jk±) ( r) are the Coulomb functions,
F( -i1}f, -i1Ji, 1; -t) is the hypergeometric function, a = ,; 2ME/n, E' is the binding energy of the
captured neutron, e is the angle of scattering and

M is the neutron mass. The cross section, which
depends on I I ( e) 1 2, increases exponentially with
increasing angle e.
For energies above the top of the Coulomb barrier, effects related to compound nucleus formation are important. According to classical mechanics, the distance of closest approach of the
colliding nuclei, z1 Z 2e 2 ( 2E )- 1 [ 1 + sin - 1 ( e/2 ) ] ,
is equal to the sum of their radii R R: r 0 (A//3 +
+ AV3 ) at the scattering angle e = eo, i.e.,
(3)

At angles e greater than e0 , one should observe a rapid fall-off in the angular distribution for
the neutron transfer process, since under these
conditions the probability of compound nucleus
formation is large, while the probability of its
decay into a particular channel is small (since the
number of decay channels is very large).
The experimental data [ 5• 6] indicate that such a
diffraction picture in qualitatively correct. According to the data of Mcintyre et al,[6] for the
angular distribution from the reaction Au 197
( N14N13 ) Au 198 at energies above the Coulomb barrier, in accordance with formula (3), the greatest
contribution to the cross section comes from N14
nuclei whose distance of closest approach to the
Au197 nucleus is equal to ( 12.7 ± 0.5) x 10- 13 em.
Setting this quantity equal to R = r 0 ( A}/3 + A~/3 ),
the authors found a value ( 1.55 ± 0.06) x 10- 13. em
for r 0 •
Despite the fact that such a classical diffraction
picture is not sufficient for a quantitative explanation of the sharp drop in the angular distribution
of the N13 ions, which in all probability can be
explained on the optical model, we can estimate
the dependence of the neutron transfer cross section on energy by using the asymptotic expression
for the hypergeometric function F ( -i1}f, -i17 i• 1;
-6 ) when 7Ji » 1 and 7Jf » 1, and integrating (1)
from e = 0 to e = eo, where eo is defined by (3).
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In the papers of Breit and Ebel [1o] and
Gol
'danski'i',Ct 6J it was pointed out that the data on
o (£,) ~ [4£,- (V Ei(Ei + Q)- £,) s'l- 1 exp {- 2¢ (Ei, Q)}.
transfer of a neutron from N 14 to B 10 and N 14 do
(4)
not fit the dependence (6); the cross sections for
where
these reactions rise too slowly. Breit and Ebel [tt]
<I> (Ei, Q) = 'lli {(cpi -1jl,) - P (cpf -1jl,)},
pointed out the possibility of explaining the exper2VE,s'A
iments on nucleon transfer in collisions of N 14
(O<;:cp;<;::n);
cp; = arctg _ AQ _ e'
ions at energies below the Coulomb barrier by in2V(E,+Q)e'A
cluding
the effect of virtual excitation of the nuclei
(0
Cf!l
:n),
cp1 =arc t~ _ AQ + e'
because of the long-range nature of the Coulomb
forces.
'l'i =arc cos (1 - PH'+ 2
(0
'l'i :n);
2Y1 +s'
It is characteristic of neutron transfer reac(1 - p) ~' - 2'J
tions
with N 14 that, for energies above the Coulomb
1jJ = arc cos
"
(0
'ljlf
:rt),
1
2p Y1 + s'
barrier, the rise in cross section with energy
gradually slows down. In the case of neutron trans11,
-.I~
p=~=
E;+Q'
fer to a B 10 nucleus (in the energy range 9-16
MeV in the c.m.s. ), to N 14 ( 10-13 MeV) and to
4VE,(E,+Q)
sin"~
Au 197 ( 110-130 MeV), the cross section no longer
S'=
(V£7- Y E; + Qt + e'/A
2 '
depends on energy. As the energy increases further,
the cross section for the B 10 ( N14 N 13 ) B 11
Q=Et-Ef=e'-e. (4')
reaction decreases (for the other reactions given
above, the graph of the dependence of a on E ends).
Here Ei is the energy of the colliding nuclei in
For this reaction, the ratio a(9.95 MeV)/a(10.83
the center-of-mass system (CMS), and E and E'
MeV) = 1.13 (energies in the CMS), which is reare the binding energies, in the incident and
produced well by formula (7). We may expect that
residual nuclei, of the neutron which is transferred
such a picture of the dependence of the neutron
in the collision. A graph of the function Lp ( t')
transfer cross section holds for all reactions
= 2 (1/ii - Plfif) is given in Fig. 1 of Ter-Martiroswhere the Q-value is small compared to the
yan's paper.[9]
kinetic energy of the colliding nuclei.
We list the limiting cases of formula (4).
For the reaction of transfer of a neutron from
(1) £1 0 = 1r. Subbarrier transfer of the neutron:
N 14 to c 12 and 0 16 , the ratio of the Q-value to the
a (Ei) ~ [4Ei- (VEi (Ei + Q)
height of the Coulomb barrier is approximately
-0.6. The dependence of the cross section for
these reactions on energy above the top of the
Coulomb barrier, is given by (4). But to find this
dependence explicitly requires the knowledge of the
angular distribution of the N 13 nuclei at these
energies.
(5)
I express my sincere gratitude to Prof. A. G.
Sitenko for discussion of this paper and to Prof.
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